milliner's assistant, who suspected them of being a special kind of corpses. The inscription was intended for a church. She mentioned the chapel where there were services for the accredited. In what way did the accredited differ from other dead people ? That was another matter. Perhaps because, while they were alive, they had belonged to a sect or a Drotherhood. Or it might be because their bodies had indergone a special treatment, midway between embalming md cremation - perhaps, some preparation in which crystals vere used.
On the other side of the big window, Peclet, as he fiJled
he " S " of " Selling " in with black, with a delicate gliding
>f his little finger over the calico parallel to the movement
£ the brush - a glide whose careless elegance he accen-
iiated for the benefit of the spectators - was asking himself
how he should set about the execution of the artistic subject.
The details of the composition were already fixed in his
mind.    It was a piece of inventiveness that he relished ;
and this afternoon's idlers had no idea of the surprise that
awaited them.
But the problem of colours remained. The boss's instructions were positive : three colours only, including black; and white in addition. The lettering had been devised on this basis. Of course, a painter as clever as P^det could constitute out of three colours, of which one was black, and white in addition, a very varied range of tones. But the boss was opposed to mixtures on a job like this. He maintained, not without reason, that it meant nothing but a waste of time, because the painter, instead of laying on flat tints in perfect peace of mind, spread himself in a search for shadings, yielded to the temptation of skilful tonings down, of subtle transitions of tone, until, seized with artistic vertigo, he no longer knew where to stop on the dangerous slope towards perfection. He added that, fax from assuring the satisfaction of the customer, this excess of zeal was more likely to make difficulties. If you promised a gentleman three colours and served them up to him crude, he had absolutely nothing to say. But if you oflfered

